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Depression: a student experience
How to help pull yourself and others out of the abyss
people with depressive symptoms
aren’t even aware they are suffering
SHEC MEDIA
from a real mental disorder. They
may feel “not themselves” or “not
With Welcome Week a fond memo- happy,” but ﬁnd it hard to realize the
ry and classes underway, many stu- full effect the symptoms are having
dents are starting to feel the crunch on their lives, or know there is anyof an increased workload, or are
experiencing fast-paced university
learning for the ﬁrst time. For many
Depression is a
students, this does not create exreal illness ... We
citement, but constitutes the beginning of a seemingly insurmountable
wouldnʼt question
challenge.
the necessity of
Approximately 15 per
a
diabetic taking
cent --one in seven university stuinsulin shots, yet we
dents-- experience depression while
at school. As a university commuhave such a stigma
nity, we must become more aware
against treatment for
of what depression is, and also what
mental illnesses.”
it isn’t.
Depression is a signiﬁcant
physical, environmental, and emotional disorder that can impair many thing that can be done.
of the normal functions of daily life.
This is where we as a uniAccording to the Diagnostic and versity community come in! If you
Statistical Manual of Mental Dis- notice a friend or peer has been unorders, Major Depressive Disorder willing to come out to social events
usually presents itself as a mini- that they would have previously enmum two-month period in which a joyed, is skipping class frequently,
person may feel sad, empty, worth- or has mentioned, even very casualless or guilty, may not feel pleasure ly, thoughts of suicide or self-harm,
in activities that once gave them the best thing you can do is step in
pleasure, may experience weight and ask the question: “You seem
loss or gain, slower response times pretty down lately. Do you think
to physical stimuli, a loss of energy, you may be suffering from depresmay sleep more or less than usual sion?” You may be the ﬁrst person
and think of death or plan for sui- to ask, and could be the lifeline they
cide.
need to seek treatment and regain
These symptoms can put a enjoyment in their lives.
big dent in many people’s success
Depression often involves
in university. The trouble is many a chemical imbalance of neurotransMEAGAN MCEWAN

mitters, which are chemicals that relay signals to different parts of the
brain. Treatment with medications
to regulate these chemicals can be
very beneﬁcial for some people, in
addition to counseling or talk therapy to discuss feelings and possible
triggers of depressive symptoms.
The most important things
you should take away from this are:
1. Depression is a real illness that people can’t “get over”
or “snap out of.” It involves what
can be a long course of treatment
with medication and therapy. We
wouldn’t question the necessity of
a diabetic taking insulin shots, yet
we have such a stigma against treatment for mental illnesses.
2. One out of every seven
people may be suffering from depression or may being treated for
it. It affects a large proportion of
the McMaster population and is
a health concern we should all be
aware of in those around us.
3. Ask a question, and you
might save a life. Asking sensitive
questions may seem a little awkward at ﬁrst, but may be the offer
of support someone needs to begin
making their way back from the
depths of depression.
For more information drop
into SHEC on the second ﬂoor of
MUSC. If you think you are suffering from depression, do not hesitate
to make an appointment at Campus
Health or drop in to see one of the
counselors at the Centre for Student
Development.
Thereʼs no shame in asking for help if you suffer from depression
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Learning the art of reinvention
Are you waiting to emerge; a caterpillar in disguise?
KAITLIN PETERS

ASSISTANT INSIDEOUT EDITOR

Have you always wanted to emerge
like a butterﬂy, ﬂinging free from
your cocoon to become the beautiful and carefree creature you’ve
always dreamed of? In other nonpoetic terms, maybe you’ve just
always wanted to recreate yourself.
Maybe you’re not that same person you were ﬁve years ago, but
for some reason your behaviour
doesn’t really reﬂect who you are
inside. Then welcome to university
my fairy-hearted friends, because
it’s prime time to do so, no matter
what year you’re in.
Why is university the
place to let loose and be free? For
most people, it’s because they’re attending a school where they know
very few people (initially) so they
don’t have the high school baggage behind their backs whispering:
“What’s gotten into them? They’re
acting so...different.”
For the most part you have
a blank slate, and could potentially
present yourself as anyone because
no one knows any different. As far
as any of your new friends know,
you’ve always been this awesome
person who studies really hard,
dances till dawn, regularly eats
fourteen pieces of pizza and they
couldn’t imagine you as any different. If you were that shy geeky girl

in high school (cough cough), overnight you could transform yourself
into the exotic foreign exchange
student who only drinks martinis
and eats sushi.
No one has any preconceptions of the person you’re supposed
to be, so the possibilities are endless, though that doesn’t mean you
should just transform yourself into
anyone. You’re actually becoming
the person you’ve felt like being for
a while, but for one reason or another, haven’t been able to put into
practice yet. With that said, you
want this recreation to be a positive
experience; don’t make yourself
into Party Hardy Harry just so you
can ﬁnally be “cool.”
This recreation is about
being conﬁdent and ﬁnally breaking
out of your shell. In contrast, maybe you weren’t shy and geeky in
high school, but more of a slacker,
someone who was seen as not being
really serious about anything except maybe drinking and partying.
If you feel you’re past that stage in
your life then go ahead and become
Mr. or Ms. Studious! And note: a
recreation isn’t about a change in
physical appearance, you don’t
have to buy a new wardrobe or get
a new hairstyle, but if it helps your
conﬁdence in the beginning then it
can’t hurt.
Some people who’ve always been comfortable with the
way they are might ask why some-

one didn’t just become more outgoing/studious/friendly earlier on? If
you do decide to make the change
before university, then kudos to you,
because especially if the change is
gradual, it shouldn’t be too big a
deal.
But for other people, it’s
just too hard to start acting differently around people who expect them
to behave in a certain way because
that’s what they’re used to. If you
have a certain routine happening
with the people in your life, making any kind of change might seem
awkward. Making a clean break
and becoming different with no gradation is actually easier for some
people, especially when there’s no
one to witness the change.
So if you’re a freshman
or even a senior, this is the opportunity to try something new! Even
if you are a senior, the great thing
about McMaster is you’ll probably
always have a class where 75% of
the people are unknown to you. If
you do decide to undergo a metamorphoses, start with deciding what
you want to become and be honest
with what you do and do not like
about yourself.
If you actually enjoy those
nights of solitude reading a book,
don’t try and make yourself into
an extrovert because it’s what you
think you “should” be.
On the other hand, if
you’ve grown from shy and awk-

Word of the Week
Mental Masturbation
Intellectual activity that serves
no practical purpose.
Used in a sentence ...
“We debated and created a
perfect system of government, but it was all just mental
masturbation, really.”
ward to a potentially expert conversationalist, then by all means, start
introducing yourself in this outgoing new light.
Also, make a commitment
to this new you. When things start
getting tough, like a potentially
scary new social experience or a
presentation that gives you butterﬂies just remember to stick to it!
With practice, everything will come
easily and you’ll be much happier
than you were before because that
desire to ﬁnally embrace that hidden part of your nature will be ful-

ﬁlled.

And, to keep you motivated try surrounding yourself with
people who possess the qualities
you admire and want in yourself.
It’s hard to try out new personas
when you’re always hanging out
with people who reﬂect the old
“you”. So if you’ve been standing
on the precipice of this tall cliff of
transformation for what seems like
ages, jump friend, start free falling into who you’ve always really
wanted to be.

Peer-to-peer sharing comes to textbooks
JEFF LAGERQUIST
THE EYEOPENER

TORONTO (CUP) — Peer-topeer could change the way many
students get their textbooks, even
if no downloading or piracy is
involved.
Three ambitious students from
Toronto’s Ryerson University are
hoping their new site, Peertexts.
com, might have what it takes
to make that happen, by putting
sellers and lenders in touch with
buyers and borrowers.
The website is not entirely
dissimilar to other sites like
Craigslist, but this one comes with
a twist.
“We’re hoping to revolutionize
the way people get textbooks,”

explains 20-year-old business
management student Ade Labinjo.
“Instead of buying a book for $100,
borrow it for $30, and [the lender]
makes money at the same time.”
The website is peer-to-peer in that
it allows students willing to part
with their books the opportunity
to meet up with students needing a
copy of it. The price is worked out
between the two of them on their
own terms.
Labinjo launched the initial site last
year with friends Mike Di Giulio
and Justin Yee-Ching, both in
Ryerson’s information technology
management program.
After registering on Peertexts,
students can search for books by
title, author’s name, ISBN or even
keywords like “psychology.” The
search results show full cover art of

the textbooks, what edition it is and
who is willing to lend it.
The idea came to them during their
ﬁrst year of classes. The original
idea was to create a micro-loans
service for small businesses. They
pitched a business plan at the RBC
Innovators Challenge, but the legal
and logistical problems were too
great for three ﬁrst-year students to
pursue the idea further.
It wasn’t until the fall of 2008,
when Labinjo contacted Di
Giulio and Yee-Ching with a new
idea, that their focus shifted to
textbooks.
“We spent many hours at Ryerson,
on the whiteboard, constantly
brainstorming and throwing around
ideas, just trying to ﬁgure out how
we [could] make this work,” said
Di Giulio.

Other sites, like Textbooks.com and
Chegg, rely on costly warehouses
and inventory systems to sell their
books. Peertexts, however, aimed
to cut out the middle-man and rely
on direct peer-to-peer exchange
instead.
The site is also a proﬁt-maker for
its owners. Peertexts pockets a
$3.99 transaction fee from each
successful sale.
The system has worked well for
Zakaria Kibria, a fourth-year
Ryerson student who heard about
the site through friends. He’s since
used the site to lend two textbooks
and borrow at least three so far —
saving over $100 in the process.
“It’s very easy to use. The
transactions are smooth,” said
Kibria.

With a growing number of
campuses across Southern Ontario
already available through the site,
Labinjo and his team are hopeful
that the site will go viral now that
classes are back in session.
They’re not the only ones taking
the rising costs of textbooks
seriously, though. Larger
universities, like the University
of Toronto and the University of
British Columbia, are starting to
launch their own textbook rental
programs.
The cost of renting a text brings
signiﬁcant savings for students.
Rentals at U of T are 60 per cent of
the book’s retail price and 45 per
cent of the price at UBC.
With ﬁles from Alexandra Posadzki

